
Enter Crux: the Data Delivery Utility
A secure cloud platform and managed service that handles all the non-differentiating data 
delivery and operations, so that companies can focus on extracting value from their data. 
Among other benefits, Crux provides a: 

Cloud-based central access point to all your datasets with multiple delivery methods. 
Data validation and standardization process.
24/7 in-house data operations and support team.
Robust entitlements infrastructure and secure data storage.

Crux is a data delivery and operations platform that provides immediate access to thousands 
of datasets via a central cloud-based access hub. Crux operates data pipelines at scale, 
delivering datasets in multiple formats through flexible delivery methods. 

Connect to Crux once and a growing library of data is at your fingertips!

Thousands of active datasets from 80+ 
sources available today, with new ones 
added every day

Trial and onboard new datasets faster, 
by connecting to ready-made pipelines

Flexible delivery methods, including 
cloud storage and warehouses

Data stored in a standard point-in-time 
format so that history is always available

24x7 data operations and support team, 
ensuring data is flowing at scale and 
without inconsistencies

Notification service to let you know 
programmatically when new data arrives or 
any service changes

Metadata explorer application for all your 
datasets 

Complements your existing data licenses
Crux charges a low monthly fee to reliably get the data from the data supplier to you. Our data 
operations team works directly with suppliers to remediate delivery issues on your behalf. 

Access to datasets is governed by your license agreement(s) with the vendor(s);  Crux does 
not disintermediate your existing vendor relationships.

80+ Data supplier partners
2,000+ Datasets for immediate access
255MM+ Data files under management

Deliver via flexible methods to suit your needs
Fast track data delivery to your destination of choice via various delivery options, including:

     On-Demand:  API | SQL | ODBC | FTP

     Cloud Platforms:  Amazon S3 | Snowflake | Google Cloud (2Q’20) | Microsoft Azure (2Q’20) 

Get Started
Contact us at data@cruxinformatics.com to get started with a 30-day free trial.

Benefit Highlights

Delivered by

Data delivery,  
simplified.
Get the data you need, how you need it, where you need it. 


